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Abstracl 
Goerdt, A., Characterizing complexity classes by higher type primitive recursive definitions, 
Theoretical Computer Science 100 (1992) 45-66. 
Higher type primitive recursive definitions (also known as Godel’s system T) defining first-order 
functions (i.e. functions of type ind x .‘. x ind-tind, ind for individuals, note that the higher types 
are used as detour to define first-order functions) can be classified into an infinite syntactic hierarchy: 
A definition belongs to the nth stage of this hierarchy (is of rank n) iff n is an upper bound on the 
levels of the types occurring in it. 
We interpret these definitions over finite structures and show: Rank-l-definitions characterize 
LOGSPACE (in the sense of Gurevich (1983); in fact, this result is from his paper), rank-2 definitions 
characterize PTIME, rank-3 PSPACE and rank-4 EXPTIME (= DTIME(2P“‘Y)). 
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0. Introduction 
The characterization of complexity classes by considering definitional devices (like 
logical formulas, programming languages, automata computing in an interpretation) 
in finite structures is a topic well known in the literature (see e.g. [6,5,7,8,12,15]). In 
notation and results we build on Gurevich’s work. Higher type primitive recursive 
definitions were introduced by Gijdel in 1958 (see [l, p. 568 ff] for history and 
introduction). Their expressive strength when interpreted over N was studied (with 
a proof-theoretical motivation in mind) in [13,14]. 
Interpreting these definitions in finite structures we get the alternation of time and 
space complexity classes mentioned above. As far as we know this is the first uniform 
characterization in the area of finite models of time and space complexity classes. In 
[7], for example, PTIME is characterized by first-order predicates augmented with 
a fixpoint operator and PSPACE is characterized by second-order predicates ex- 
tended with a transitive closure operator. The results here should be contrasted with 
those from [3] where we extended the methods from [12,5] to show: General recursive 
definitions allowing higher types of rank n characterize the complexity class DTIME 
(exp,_ 1 (poly)). This result for n = 1 (then saying “normal” recursive definitions char- 
acterize PTIME) is from [12,5]. (We define exp,(x)=x, exp,, ,(~)=2~Q’~t~).) Mean- 
while, we have extended the results here to arbitrary n [4]. 
In Section 1 we present basic definitions and results. In Section 2 we prove the 
characterizations of LOGSPACE and PTIME by rank-l and rank-2 definitions. In 
Section 3 we treat the PSPACE case. Section 3 is the essential section of this paper. 
The proof in Section 3 uses an elaborate inductive argument extending the techniques 
of Section 2. In Section 4 we treat the EXPTIME case. 
1. Basics 
For general information on types we refer to [9], for information on higher type 
primitive recursion to [2, 11. First we introduce the syntax of higher type primitive 
recursive definitions. The family of (sets of) types, Type = (Type” 1 PIE N ), is defined by: 
indEType’ (ind for individuals), if reType”, pEType”, then (r+p)ETypek, where 
k=max(m+ 1, n}, and z x PeTypek, where k=max{m, n}. We let r’--tp+c= 
z-+-o) and r x p x g=z x (p x a), i.e. + and x associate to the right. We define 
rk=~ x ... x z, k z’s. A type z is of level n iff z~Type”. Let Var=(Var’( z~Type) be 
a typed family (of sets) of variables and Opsym =(Opsym” ( neN) a finite family of 
operation symbols. The index n denotes the arity. We assume Opsym = { cpl,. . . , qN} is 
fixed from now on. 
The family of (primitive recursive) terms (over Opsym), Term = (Term’ 1 r EType), is 
given by (with t : z standing for tETerm’): 
MIN, MAX : ind, NEXT : ind+ind, 
Opsym” 2 Termind”+ind, Var’ E Term’, 
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if t:z+p, s:z then t(s):p, 
if t : p, yEVar’, then 2y.t: ~-+p, 
if t : z+ind+z, then R(t): z-+ind+T (primitive recursion), 
if t : z, s : p, then (t, s) : z x p, 
if t : z x p, then prl t : z, pr2 t : p (projections). 
A term is of level n iff its type is of level n, a term is of rank n iff all its subterms are of 
level dn. The set of free variables in a term t is denoted by fr t, t is closed iff fr t = (!I. 
Variables are only bound by 3”. In writing t(Z) or t(T, j) we mean that the free variables 
of t are contained in the vector of variables X or x,y. When using this notation, we 
assume that the variables of X or X, j are pairwise distinct. Given a term t, the term tJ 
is the term t in which all argument positions are assigned free variables, i.e. if t is of 
level 0, then t 1 = t. If t : z-+p, then tJ = (t(x))J, where x is a new variable, if r : z x p, then 
t_l = (( prl t) 1, ( prz t) 4). We have level t L= 0. 
Semantics of primitive recursive terms: We restrict attention to interpretations 
I which consist of a finite set of individuals I= (0,. . , n> and an arity-respecting 
interpretation of the operation symbols as operations over I. We let Z(q) be the 
interpretation of the operation symbol cp. Let DI=(D; 1 TEType) be the full type 
structure over I, i.e. (we tend to omit the index I) 
Dind={O ,..., n}, DTXP=DrxDP, 
D-P= (f: DT+Dp}. 
Usually C> 1 (C for cardinality) stands for an interpretation with individual set 
C=(O,..., C-l}. The semantics of a term t in the interpretation C with respect to 
a type-respecting assignment ,D of all variables from Var in DC, C [[t] ,u is given by: 
C[MIN] =O, C[ilMAXJJ=C-1, 
C [[NEXT] (m) = 
m+l if m<C-1, 
C - 1 otherwise, 
cu~(s)n~=Cu~nrU(CuSn~), 
CB~“y.t71~(d)=CrrtaiuCd/y] (,u[d/y] the variant as usual), 
CUW)lW(m)= a I if m=O, C[[tl(C[R(t)jp(d)(m-l))(m-1) if m>O, 
C[prktlJp=dk for k=1,2 iff C[[t]p=(dl, d2). 
We fix a representation p over the alphabet (0, l} of the elements from DC: p(m) = m 
in binary, where mEC, if d:z+p and DE=(el,...,e,}, then p(d)=((p(e,), 
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p(d(el))) . ..(p(e.), p(d(e,)))) and p(e,f)=(p(e), p(f)). In algorithmic context we use 
this representation without explicitly mentioning it. The representation p depends on 
the numbering of the 0;‘s. We choose a numbering which is reasonable enough to 
allow us to perform operations (like generating all of 0; or function application) 
within the time and space bounds needed in our proofs. 
Let level z--to <n + 1. Then there exists a polynomial p(x) such that the application 
function (p(d), p(e))+p(d(e)) with dEDk+“, eED; is computable by an exp,(p(C)) 
time-bounded Turing machine. This holds because length(p(d)) d exp,(q(C)) for 
a polynomial q(x) depending on 7-p. 
The family of terms over C, Termc = (Term: 1 retype), is defined as the family of 
terms, Term, but with the additional clause p(DE) E Term’, . That is, for each d we have 
added p(d) as constant of the appropriate type. Hence, Term’ s Term’, for any C. The 
semantics of Termc is given by the obvious additional clause C([p(d)lj=d. For 
t=t(Z)~Term~ we let ItJ be the length oft and jtIc=max{t(d)l da suitable vector over 
DC}, where t(d) denotes the substitution of d(actually of p(d)) for X in t. (The length of 
d is of course the length of p(d).) If all variables of X are of level 6 1 then there exists 
a polynomial p(x) depending on t such that for all C It Ic6p(C). 
The denotational semantics given above induces an obvious reduction relation +c 
on Term, induced by the rules: 
MIN+O, MAX+C- 1, 
NEXT(m)+m+l if m<C-1, NEXT(C-l)+C-1, 
cp-P(C(cp)), 
p(d)(p(e))+p(d(e)) 
(Ay.t)(s)+t[s/y] (/3-reduction, t[s/y] denoting the substitution of s for y in t as 
usual), 
R@)(s)(O)+, 
R(t)(s)@+ l)-t(R(t)(s)(m))(m), where m< C- 1, 
prk(tl, +%. 
If t = t(Z)ETerm, is of level 0 and X=(X~,...,X,) then C[tlp=d iff 
@(Xl),..., p(x,)) reduces to d by the rules given above. This can be shown by 
standard typed A-calculus techniques [l, 111. 
A partial m-ary global function G is a function which takes an interpretation C and 
individuals i1 , . . . , i,EC as arguments and maps these, if defined, to the individual 
C(G)(i,, . . , i,)eC - the value of G in the interpretation C (therefore C(G) instead of 
G(C) as, perhaps, expected). We represent the arguments C, i1 , . , i, of G as input of 
Turing machine in cells 0, 1,2,. . . of a read-only input tape as follows: 
The code C(Cpi)‘s are explained by way of example: If q is a 2-ary operation symbol, 
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say, we have length(code C(p)) = C3 and for i, with C3 - 12 i 3 0, we define 
(i+ 1)th bit of code C(q) = 
1 if i=k+n.C’+j.C’ and C(q)(k,n)=j, 
0 otherwise. 
For n-ary operation symbols we proceed analogously. We do not simply write 
p(C(cp)) for code C(q) in order to allow for a simple definition of the INPUT-function 
in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
A Turing machine TM computes the m-ary global function G iff the following holds: 
TM with input C, iI, . . . . i, enters a special halting state giving j as output (under 
a usual convention as to what the output is) iff C(G) (i 1,. . . , i,) =j. The global function 
G is computable in time t(x) (space s(x)) iff G is computable by a Turing machine 
which makes at most t(C) steps (uses at most s(C) cells on its work tapes) on input 
C, i1,. . , i,. Note that for fixed m the number C is polynomially related to the length of 
the representation of C, iI,. . . , i,. Hence, basic theorems concerning complexity classes 
of formal languages can be transferred to complexity classes of global functions. Let 
t: ind x ... x indjind be a closed term. The global function G defined by t is given by 
C(G)(i, ,..., i,)=C[t] (iI ,..., i,). 
The global function G is definable by a primitive recursive term of rank 1 iff it is 
definable by simultaneous primitive recursion [lo, p. 611 extended with the base 
functions used here. The proof of this remark proceeds by somewhat technical 
inductions. Simultaneous primitive recursion corresponds to the Cartesian product 
types of terms. (The usual reductions of Cartesian product types to noncartesian types 
and of simultaneous recursion to normal one do not work here because they make use 
of a pairing function not available in finite structures for cardinality reasons.) We do 
not know whether the above equivalence directly extends to higher ranks. The exact 
definition of simultaneous primitive recursion in higher types may be important. The 
situation here is more involved than the analogous one for general recursion, see [3]. 
2. LOGSPACE, PTIME 
2.1. Theorem (cf. Gurevich [S]). Let G be a total global function, then G is in 
LOGSPACE iff G is dejinable by a rank-l primitive recursive definition. 
Proof. “LOGSPACE*rank-1”. Let the M-ary global function G be computed by the 
Turing machine TM. Let B be a constant such that the machine TM uses at most 
B. (log C) cells on its worktapes (where log x = log, x) with input C, i,, . . . , i, . Without 
loss of generality, we can assume that TM only uses the binary alphabet {O, i} on its 
worktapes and that TM has one read-only input tape and one worktape. The 
worktape is infinite in one direction only. Tape cells are numbered 0, 1,2,. . We 
construct a primitive recursive term of rank 1 which simulates TM (similarly to [S]). 
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Let K be a natural number such that the length of C, ias input of TM is bounded 
above by CK. Let Q be the set of states of TM, C the input alphabet, and 6 the 
transition function. 
From now on we assume that we only consider interpretations C with C 3 IQ1 and 
C >/ jC 1 and C >, B. log C. This allows us (by an obvious identification) to use elements 
from Q and C in primitive recursive definitions and to present the head position on the 
worktape by an element from OF”. The finitely many C violating this restriction can 
be dealt with by an additional case distinction which we omit here. 
Elements of 0:“” allow for a certain amount of counting using primitive recursive 
definitions of rank 1. 
The tuple (iO,..., ik_l) (note the reverse ordering) corresponds to the number 
CrZA ij. Cj. When using elements of Dp”” as natural numbers, we refer to this 
interpretation. Let the type r be given by 
r = ind x indK x indM x ind x indB. 
Elements from D> can be interpreted as configurations of TM with input C, i1 , . . . , iM: 
The first component stands for the state, the next K components represent a counter 
showing the position of the head on the input tape, the next M components are 
ll,..., i,, the input values, the next ind indicates the head position on the worktape, 
the last B inds represent a counter whose value is the contents of the work- 
tape interpreted as a binary number. We will define a rank-l term SING: r-+r 
which simulates the single step function of TM. Iterating SING will give us a term 
simulating TM. 
The function If y1 then yz else y, fi: ind+ind+ind-+ind is given by: 
If 0 then y, else y, fi = y3 
If y+ 1 then y2 else y, fi=y,, 
or as a term 
The function NEXT : indk-+indk realizing the counting process on DFdk is defined as 
follows (for simplicity let k = 2). 
NEXT(x) = 
if prl(x) LESS MAX 
then 
(NEXT(pr~Gd), przb)) 
else 
if pr2(x) LESS MAX 
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then 
WIN NEXT(pr2(4)) 
else 
X 
fi 
fi 
This definition can easily be translated into a rank-l term. The function LESS is the 
obvious function, whose primitive recursive definition we omit. Similarly, a prede- 
cessor PRED on @‘“” can be defined. 
We define the function SING as 
C[SING(j,j,, i1 ,..., iM , j, , j,)] = encoding of the configuration following the con- 
figuration with: State j, head position on the input tape];, contents of the input tape 
(the interpretation) C and iI,. . . , iM, head position on the worktape j,, contents of 
the worktape 1:. 
When defining SING we use functions WKTAPE and INPUT, whose primitive 
recursion definition we give below. 
C[WKTAPE( j, ,I<)] = the contents of the worktape presented by]: at positionj,, 
C [INPUT( 5, i 1,. . , i,)] = the contents of the input tape containing C, i1,. . . , iM at 
position J<. 
The function SING is defined by case distinction on the different argument-value 
pairs of 6. If S(q, a, 1) = (p, L, R, 0) (saying that in state q reading an a on the input tape 
and 1 on the worktape TM goes into state p, moves the head left on the input tape, 
right on the worktape after writing a 0 in the scanned cell), then SING is defined as 
follows. 
SING(xl,xz,x3,x4,Xg)= 
if x1 EQ q AND 
INPUT(x2, X3) EQ a AND 
WKTAPE(x4, &) EQ 1 
then 
(p, Xz-1, Xj,x4+1,X5-EXP(2,x4)) 
else 
The remaining cases of 6 are dealt with in a similar manner. For final configurations 
SING is the identity. 
We define 
WKTAPE(x, , X2)= ITDIV(q, X2) MOD 2, 
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where ITDIV : indB+l -+ind is an iterated division by 2, i.e. 
C[ITDIV(j1,j,)]=(...((j,DIV2)DIV2)...)DIV2 
withj, DIVs. We omit the primitive recursive definition of ITDIV and MOD. 
The function representing the input tape is defined as follows. 
INPUT(xl , Y,, . . > YM) 
if ZIEQO 
then 
Q: 
else 
if 0 LESS X1 AND X, LESSOREQUAL C 
{Here we are in the area where the cardinality is encoded.} 
then 
1 
else 
ifxIEQC+l 
then 
II 
else 
if XI LESSOREQUAL C + 2 + (C” - 1) 
{For the sake of example we assume ‘pl : ind’-+ind. Hence, here the X1 is 
in the area which contains code C(cpi)} 
then 
if 3y,,y,,y3.X1-C-2EQyl+C.y2+C2.y3 AND ~Y~,YZ)=Y~ 
then 
else 
0 
i (Siiilarly for the rest of the input} 
The primitive recursive definitions of the remaining functions occurring here, like 
+, -, 3,. . . are omitted. The existential quantifier causes no difficulty because every- 
thing is finite. Note that the C- 1 is accessible syntactically by the symbol MAX, 
hence C stands for the pair of terms NEXT(MAX, MIN). 
Let D be a constant such that TM makes at most CD steps with input C, i,, . . . , iM. 
We want to iterate SING CD many times. For simplicity let D=2, then we define 
ITSING : ind x r +r and ITITSING : ind x z +z with 
and 
ITSING(0, X)=X, ITSING(y + 1, X) = SING(ITSING(y, X)), 
ITITSING(0, x)=X, 
ITITSING( y + 1, X)= ITITSING( y, ITSING(MAX, 2)). 
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Finally, the global function G is computed by the definition 
G(y,, . . , yM) = PROJ(ITITSING(MAX, INITCONF(y,, . . , yM))), 
with 
INITCONF( yl,. . . , y,)=(e,(MIN..., MW, (YI,...,YM), 
MIN, (MIN, . . . , MIN)) 
PROJ=projection on the first of the variables representing the worktape. 
We assume that the output convention of TM is that the first Llog C J-t 1 bits of the 
worktape contain the binary representation of the output. This completes our simula- 
tion of a LOGSPACE Turing machine by a rank-l primitive recursive definition. The 
reverse implication, i.e. “rank-l+LOGSPACE”, follows from 2.2(b). 0 
A straightforward application of the reduction rules from Section 1 does not show 
that global functions defined by rank-l terms are in LOGSPACE: Evaluating a term 
like R(t)(s)(MAX) by just unwinding the recursion requires more than logarithmic 
space. To avoid this effect we use the reduction rules with an iterative evaluation 
strategy called IT. 
2.2. The evaluation algorithm. By term we mean in the following a rank-l term 
without variables of level 1 and without elements of D of level 1. 
(a) The evaluation algorithm IT receives a closed term of level 0 from Term, as 
argument and computes C[tl], if C is standing in some global storage space. IT(t) is 
defined as follows. 
IT(t) = 
Begin 
Case: Structure of t 
When: t is atomic 
output := “value of t” 
(The value of t is either t itself or can be looked up in the 
storage space containing C.> 
When: t=(tl, t2)$D 
dl :=IT(tl); 
d2 := IT@,); 
output:= (d, , d2) 
When: c = s(tl) . . (tm) and s is no application, i.e. s cannot be decomposed 
as s = r(u), and not all tj ED, m 2 1 
Let r be the rightmost tj$D 
d :=IT(r); {Note all tj are of level 0} 
output:=IT(s(t,)...(d)...(t,)) 
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When: t=s(tl)...(t,), s is no application and all tj~D, ma0 
Case: Structure of s 
When: s = cp E Opsym 
output:=C(cp)(t,) (Note ~:ind”-+ind.} 
When: s = 2y.r 
output:=IT(r[t,/y](t,)...(t,)) 
When: s = R(r) 
{Then t =R(r)(t,)(t,).} 
Compute C[tJ in an iterative loop: 
d(J:=t1; 
d, :=IT(r(d,)(O)); 
dz :=IT(r(d,)(l)); 
output := d,, 
When: s = prk(r) 
Decompose r as r = (rl , r2) 
(As t is closed such a decomposition exists.} 
output:=IT(r,(t,)...(t,)) 
Endcase 
Endcase 
End. 
Let t be as above, then we define 
Space t = the work space needed by an implementation of IT when evaluating t, 
including ( t I. 
Note that Space t does not include the global storage space containing C. 
(b) Now, let tETerm be closed. The Turing machine EVAL, receives C, ;as input 
and invokes IT(t(i)). We prove that EVAL, needs logarithmic space. 
Proof. (b) Inductively on the structure of terms we show: Let tETerm, tJ = tJ(Z) (i.e. 
all free variables of t_l are in X, X is a vector of level-O variables), then for all C, for all 
vectors dover D,: 
Space t J(d) < B, . log C, 
where B, is a constant depending on t. 
The induction is easy because IT(tJ(d)) only calls IT(rL(Z)) for subterms r oft. Note 
that t only contains variables of level 0. The iterative evaluation of recursion essential- 
ly requires some counting which can be done in logarithmic space. q 
2.3. Theorem. Let G be a total global function, then G is in PTIME i$G is definable by 
a rank-2 primitive recursive dejinition. 
Proof. “PTIME=>rank-2”. Let G be computable by the Turing machine TM in time 
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bounded by xK. For simplicity we assume that TM has one tape only (no special input 
tape) which is infinite in one direction. We proceed as in 2.1. Let 
z = ind x indK x (indK+ind), 
the first ind for the state, the next IS inds for the head position and the function type 
indK+ind for the worktape. Now, one can define a function SING : 7-7, simulating 
the single step function of TM and proceed analogously to the proof of 2.1. Note that 
SING is of level 2. 
The proof of the reverse implication, i.e. “rank-2*PTIME”, follows from 2.4(b). 
0 
Again, a straightforward application of the reduction rules does not yield a poly- 
nomial-time evaluation algorithm because a recursion with a copying term of level 
2 like 
,Xy.,?z.y(y(z)): (ind+ind)+(ind-+ind) 
would cause an exponential growth of the occurring terms, hence would need 
exponential time. To avoid this effect, we apply the reduction rules according to the 
strategy “call-by-value for arguments of level < l”, hence call-by-value for all ar- 
guments. We call this strategy CBV. 
2.4. The evaluation algorithm. By term we here mean rank-2 terms without level-2 
variables and without elements of D of level 2. 
(a) The evaluation algorithm CBV receives a closed term of level 0 from Term, as 
argument and expects the interpretation C standing in some global storage space. We 
define CBV(t) as follows. 
CBV(t) = 
Begin: 
Case: Structure of t 
(The first two cases are analogous to the definition of IT in 2.2(a).) 
When: t = s(tl). . . (t,), s no application and not all tj E D 
Let r be the rightmost tj not from D, 
let X be such that rJ = uJ(X). 
For all suitable vectors d over DC do 
value:= vi(d) 
and collect the values to form d:=C[r]. 
(Note that all tj are of level < l,} 
output:=CBV(s(t,)...(d)...(t,)). 
When: t=s(tl)...(t,), s no application and all tjED 
Case: Structure of s 
When: s = R(Y) 
Case: Value of t2 
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When: tz = 0 
output:=CBV(t,(t,)...(t,)) 
When: t2>0 
output:=CBV(r(R(r)(t,)(t,- l))(t3)...(tm)) 
Endcase 
When: SED~ 
output:= the value of s(tl ). .(t,) 
(This value can easily be looked up in s, note here level s= l.} 
(The remaining cases s= qn, s= /ly.r and s =prk(rl, r2) are as in the 
definition of IT in 2.2.) 
Endcase 
Endcase 
End. 
Let tgTerm, be a closed term of level 0, then we define 
Time t = the time needed by a Turing machine implementing CBV to evaluate t. 
(b) Let tETerm be closed and of level d 1. The Turing machine EVAL, receives 
C and f as input values and invokes CBV(t(i)). We prove that the time needed by 
EVAL, is polynomial in C. 
Proof. (b) Inductively on the structure of terms we show: Let teTerm, t_l = tJ(,f), then 
for all C and for all suitable vectors d over DC: 
Time tJ@)<pp,(C) 
for a polynomial p,(x) depending on t. 
The induction base is easy. For the induction step let t be a nonatomic term with 
tJ = tJ(Z). We proceed by case distinction on the structure of t. 
Application, t =r(s): If s is a variable the claim follows directly by induction 
hypothesis for r. Let s not be a variable. 
If s is of level 1, sJ =sL(j), then 
Time t J, (2) 
_ - 
< pJC) + ps(C). Card (d I d a vector over DC suitable for j} +q(C) 
[by definition of CBV; the summand q(C) is necessary for some 
administrative work (q(x) is a polynomial)] 
d P,(C), 
as there are only polynomially many vectors d suitable for j. By the choice of our 
representation p these vectors can be generated in polynomial time. 
If s is of level 0 we proceed similarly. 
Recursion, t =R(r): The algorithm CBV first unwinds the recursion and then 
evaluates the generated term inside-out. By induction hypothesis this takes poly- 
nomial time. We omit the remaining cases. 0 
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3. PSPACE 
3.1. Theorem. Let G be a total global function, then G is in PSPACE iff G is dejnable 
by a rank-3 primitive recursive definition. 
Proof. “PSPACE=>rank-3”. Let K and L be constants such that the global function 
G can be computed by the Turing machine TM in space xK and time exp(x’). We 
proceed analogously to the PTIME-case: Let the type z be given by 
r = ind x indX x (indK-+ind). 
We define the single step function SING:z-+z of TM. The term COPY :(z-+z)+ 
(247) is given by COPY =;ly.;lz.y(y(z)). (Note that level COPY = 3.) Copying can be 
iterated by 
ITCOPY : ind -+ (r-7) ---, (r --f r), 
with 
ITCOPY(O)(x,)(x,)=x,(x,), 
ITCOPY(yf l)(xl)(xZ)=COPY(ITCOPY(y)(xl))(xz). 
Then, for example, 
ITCOPY(2)(SING)(x,)~COPY(ITCOPY(1)~(SING))(x,) 
G COPY(COPY (SING))(X,) 
: SING4(x,). 
Plugging in the initial configuration INITCONF for x2 and using functions 
ITITCOPY, . . . . ITIT...ITCOPY (IT L times in the last function) in an analogous 
fashion, we can get (when interpreting the resulting term in the interpretation C) 
the term SINGeXP(C”)(INITCONF). With this we can proceed as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
The reverse implication, i.e. “rank-3=>PSPACE” follows from Theorem 3.3. 0 
An evaluation algorithm based on a straightforward application of the reduction 
rules causes an exponential growth of the terms generated, as we seem to need it in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. We show below that an application of the rules according to the 
strategy CBV avoids this exponential growth. Consider the term ITCOPY 
from above. When evaluating the term ITCOPY(C- 1 )(SING)(d) our strategy first 
generates 
COPY(ITcopY(C-Z)(SING))(;I) 
Level 2 Level 1 
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then, evaluates the COPY 
ITCOPY(C-2)(SING)(ITCOPY(C-2)(SING)(d)). 
1 I 
Level 1 
Now we leave the left half untouched until the right one, being of level 1, is evaluated. 
Only then we continue evaluating the left half. We see that we do not generate 
exponentially many SINGS at a time, instead we generate them in a row using the 
same space several times. 
For the rest of this section we mean by terms rank-3 terms without variables of level 
3 and without elements from D of level 3 2. Let x stand for a variable of rank < 1, y for 
a variable of rank 2. 
3.2. The evaluation algorithm. (a) The evaluation algorithm CBV receives a closed 
term t of level 0 from Term, as argument and computes C i[ t ] provided the interpreta- 
tion C is standing in some global storage space. We define CBV(t) as follows. 
CBV(t) = 
Begin: 
Case: Structure of t 
(The first two cases are analogous to the definition of IT in 2.2.) 
When: t=s(tl)...(t,), s no application and not all tj of level < 1 are from 
D {This is one difference to the CBV from 2.4.) 
Let Y be the rightmost tj of level 6 1 with tj$D. 
As in 2.4. 
When: t = s(t 1). . . (t,), s no application and all tj of level f 1 are from D 
(This is the second difference to the CBV from 2.4.) 
The rest is as in 2.4. 
Endcase 
End. 
When considering space requirements of an implementation of CBV we will not 
take account of the global storage space containing C. This would increase the space 
requirements only by a polynomial in C. 
Let t, sETermc be closed terms of level 0. We define 
Space,t= the space needed by an implementation of CBV when evaluating t 
(including 1 tI). 
If t 2 s (saying CBV reduces t to s) then: 
CBV 
Spacect =max(space needed by CBV to generate s from f, Space, s}. 
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For t ETerm, (not necessarily of level 0 or closed) with tL = tJ (X), i.e. for t of level < 2, 
and containing free variables only of level d 1, we define 
Space, t = max {Spacec rJ(d) 12 a suitable vector over DC}. 
(b) Let teTerm be closed and of level < 1. The Turing machine EVAL, receives 
C and ias input and invokes CBV(t(i)). 17 
3.3. Theorem. Let tETerm (not Term,-) and tJ = tJ(Z, j) (the variables in X are those of 
level < 1, the variables in ji those of level 2). There is a polynomial p,(x) such that for all 
C the following statement holds: 
Let u = (U, , . . , U,) be a vector of closed terms (of level 2) over C correspond- 
ing to j, let 2 be a vector over D, corresponding to X, and let M, L 3 1 be 
natural numbers such that 
(*) M 3 Space Uk, L31UkJ for all k, 
then Space, tJ (d; 0) <p,(C). L + M. 
Some remarks are in order: First, note that this implies that the space needed by 
EVAL, for t being a closed term of first-order type is polynomial in C. Second, the 
claim of the theorem is amenable to an induction on the syntax of terms, as it is 
defined for terms of any type whose level is ~3 with free variables. The formula 
reflects the CBV-strategy in that we need the space M, necessary for the Uk only once 
and additively, because CBV evaluates subterms of level ~2, like the U,‘s, only after 
all their arguments (being of level < 1) are already computed as elements from D. The 
evaluation of an Uk does not mix up with the evaluation of some other subterms. In 
evaluating tJ(d, U) the UL’s occur in place of the yk’s and we generate terms like 
U,(U,(U,(...(U,...(U,(d;)...(d;))...)...))). 
If level U,(d;)...(df)< 1, the evaluation will proceed at the U,, to compute 
C[U3(d;)...(d()], therefore the “+M”, whereas the remaining Uk’s are waiting for 
evaluation and, therefore, the “p,(C) *L”. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We proceed by induction on the syntax of t. 
Induction base: All cases are easy. For example let t = y (note that y is a variable of 
level 2), then tJ = tl(Z, y) and for UETerm c, U closed, da suitable vector over DC we 
have t 1 (2, U) = U l(d) which implies the claim. 
Induction step: Let tETerm be nonatomic. For each subterm s# t of t let pS(x) be 
a polynomial which makes (*) true for s. Let q(x) be a polynomial such that for all 
subterms s oft (including t) with SJ =sJ(X, j), for all interpretations C, for all suitable 
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vectors d over DC, and for all vectors d = ( U1,. . . , U,) of closed terms over C, it holds 
that 
where La1 and L3jUkj for all k. 
Let 
tJ=tJ(X, j). 
Let C be an interpretation and let d, 0, M, L be fixed as in (*). We proceed by case 
distinction on the syntactical structure of t. 
Application, t = r(s): Let 
_ - 
rJ=rJ(uo, x, y)=(r(uO)J)(x,j) and s=s(X, j). 
We proceed by case distinction on the level of s. Let level s = 0. If s is a variable, the 
claim follows by induction hypothesis for r. Ifs is not a variable, then noting that the - - - - 
algorithm CBV stores rJ(uo, d, U), computes C[s(d, U)] = d’ (of level 0) and then 
- - 
Cl[r(d’, d, U)], we have 
Space tJ (d; U) 
<max{ IrJ(uO, d, U)lc+Spaces(d, U), SpacerJ(u,, d, U)} 
d q(C). L + max { ps(C). L + M, pJC) . L + M } (by induction hypothesis) 
dpt(C).L+M 
for a suitable polynomial p,(x). 
- - 
Ifs is of level 1 we proceed similarly. The only difference is that sl =sJ(X’, x, y) and 
to compute C[s(d; U)] we have to compute C[sJ(d’, & U)] for all suitable d;. As X’ 
consists of variables of level 0, all this can be done in a space polynomial in C. 
The most interesting case is level s = 2, because then s is not evaluated as element of 
D (as a representation of level-2 elements of D would require exponential space). Let 
- - 
sJ, =sJ(X’, x, y) (X’ contains the new free variables from SJ due to the arrow). By 
definition we have 
tl(4 u)=rlW, u), 4 U). 
By induction hypothesis for s we get 
Space, s(d, U) < pJC). L + M. 
(For the definition of Space, s(d, U) see 3.2(a). Note that level s(d, U)= 2.) Moreover, 
Is(& U)l<q(C).L. 
Hence, the vector of level-2 terms, (s(d, U), U), the new length bound q(C). L, and the 
new space bound p,(C). L+M satisfy the hypotheses of statement (*). This allows 
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us to apply the induction hypothesis to Y: 
- - 
Spaccrl(s(d; u), 4 U)dp,(C).(q(C).L)+(p,(C).L+M) 
for a suitable polynomial p,(x). 
Abstraction, t = %z.s: We can represent sl_ as 
_ - 
sl = sl(z, x, Y). 
We proceed by case distinction on the level of z. First, let level z d 1. We can represent 
tl as 
tJ = ((~z.s)(x, )I )(% Y), 
wherex=(x,,..., x,). Here we just want to say that x1 is the first argument supplied to 
t when forming tJ, so that we can later on substitute the d, for x1 and finally for z. 
With d= (d, , . , d,) we get 
- - 
Space tJ(d, U) =max{tJ(d; L?) + the space needed for the 
/?-reduction tJ(d; U)*sl(d,, d, a), pJC).L+M} 
<pt(C).L+M, 
as all objects involved are of a length <q(C). L. 
If level z=2 we can proceed similarly with y, instead of x1 and U1 instead of dl. 
Recursion, t = R(r): By definition we have t, r: z+ind+z. Let 
- - 
r=r(Z, j) and r’=r(d, U). 
First, let level t = level r d 2, then level z < 1. We can represent t_l as 
tJ =@(x1)h)l)(% Y), 
withx,:r,xz:indandZ=(x,,..., x,). Here we just want to say that x1, x2 are the first 
arguments supplied to t when forming tJ. 
Then, with d=(d,, . . , d,), we get 
- - 
Space tJ(d, U) 
<Space r’(r’(...(r’(dl)(0))...)(d2 -2))(dz - 1) 
(by definition of CBV as R(r’)(d,)(d, -i): z is of level d 1) 
<c.q(C)‘L+p(C)+p,(C).L+M 
(by induction hypothesis. The C. q(C). L is for the r’s, the p(C) for 
administrative work, the evaluation starts at the innermost r’.) 
<p,(C). L+ M. 
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Now, let level t = level r = 3, then level z = 2. 
We can represent tl as 
t-l =(t(Yl)(%)l)(% P), 
with xl:ind, yl:s, X=(x, ,..., x,) and Y=(y, ,..., Y,), and r’l.=(r’(Yl)(x1)l)(4; note 
that level r’(y,)(x,)=2 and r’ is closed. 
Then, with d=(d,, . . , d,), 
Spacetl(d; U)=Space(t(U,)(d,)l)(d, U). 
If d, =O, we get 
as by definition only the U1 has to be evaluated. The q(C). L is the space to represent 
tl(& 6). 
If d1 = 1 we get 
Space(t(UiM)lM U) 
~Spacc(r’(~(r’(Ur)(O))(O)l)@) 
62. q(C). L+p,(C).(q(C). L)+(q(C). L+M) (applying the induction 
hypothesis to r’, as in 
the case t =r(s), s of 
level 2) 
For d, =2 we get 
SpaceWJIW~)lM u) 
~Space(r’(R(r’)(U1)(dl- 1))(4 - 1)1)(J) 
a2.q(C).L+p,(C).(q(C).L)+(3.q(C).L+P,(C).q(C).L+M) 
=5.q(C).L+2.p,(C).q(C).L+M. 
And, for arbitrary dI < C we get inductively 
_ - 
Space(Wl)(4)l)(4 u) 
~2q(C).L+p,(C).q(C).L+(2d,-l).q(C).L+(d,--)p,(C).q(C).L+M 
=(2~d,+l).q(C).L+d,.p,(C).q(C).L+M 
<pr(C).L+M; 
as always, dI -cc. 
The remaining two cases t = (rl , r2) and t = prkr are easy and omitted. 0 
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4. EXPTIME 
4.1. Theorem. Let G be a total globalfunction, then G is in EXPTIME iff G is definable 
by a rank-4 primitive recursive definition. 
Proof. “EXPTIMEsrank-4”: Let G be computed by the Turing machine TM in 
exponential time. We present the configurations of TM by a level-2 variable. The 
single step function SING now is of level 3 and can be exponentially often iterated 
using a term COPY of level 4 and level-4 recursion. 
The reverse implication follows from Theorem 4.3. 0 
We will show that an application of our reduction rules according to the strategy 
“call-by-value for arguments of level 6 2” allows for an evaluation of rank-4 terms in 
exponential time. Again, we call our strategy CBV. 
For the rest of this section we mean by terms rank-4 terms without variables of level 
4 and without elements from D of level > 3. Let x stand for a variable of level < 2, y for 
a variable of level 3. 
4.2. The evaluation algorithm. (a) The evaluation algorithm CBV is defined as in 3.2 
except for the following changes: The level-restriction “level < 1” from 3.2 has to be 
changed to “level ~2” in the obvious places. 
Let t, seTermc be closed terms of base type. We define 
Time, t = the time needed by an implementation of CBV to evaluate t. 
If t 2 s then: 
CBV 
Time, t = time needed by CBV to generate s from t + Time, s. 
For tETermc, with tl_= tJ(T), we define 
Time, t = max (Timec t J(d) 1 d a suitable vector of Dc >. 
(b) Let tETerm, t closed of level d 1. The Turing machine EVAL, receives C, i as 
input and invokes CBV(t(i)). 
4.3. Theorem. Let tETerm (not Term,) and t_l= tl(x, j) (the variables in X are those 
of level ~2, the variables in ji those of level 3). There are functions e,(x)=exp(p,(x)), 
f;(x) = exp(q,(x)), where p,(x) and qt(x) are polynomials, such that for all interpretations 
C the following holds: 
Let Z7=(U1,..., U,) be a vector of closed terms of level 3 over C corresponding to j, 
let dbe a vector over Dc corresponding to f, and let M, L 2 1 be natural numbers such 
that M 3Time Uk and L> lUkl for all k. 
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Then: 
Timec tJ(d, o)de,(C).L+f,(C).M. 
Two remarks: First, this implies that EVAL, needs exponential time. Second, the 
intuition of the above formula: Using iterated copying the algorithm CBV can 
generate when evaluating t exponentially many UL’s (not at a time, but in a row). All of 
these must be evaluated in time M, therefore thefr(C) . M. To generate these exponen- 
tially many UL’s requires exponentially many reductions involving terms of length 
L or longer. Reductions involving one Uk require time linear in L and the length of the 
remaining terms involved. Therefore, we have the e,(C). L. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We proceed by induction on the syntax oft. The induction base 
is easy. For the induction step we refer to the notation as introduced in the proof of 3.3 
(with X now of level 62 and j of level 3). Instead of the polynomial q(x) in 3.3 here we 
have an exponential function e(x) with the analogous property. We continue by case 
distinction on the structure of t. 
Application, t = r(s): Let 
- - 
rJ=ri(~,, x, y)=(r(u,)J)(%,j) and s=s(%,j). 
We proceed by case distinction on the level of s. Let level s=O. If s is a variable the 
claim follows by induction hypothesis for r. If s is no variable, then 
TimetJ(d, U)<Times(d, U)+Timerl(uO, & u), 
- - 
(the term s(d, U) is evaluated first) which implies the claim by induction hypothesis. 
If level s = 1 or level s = 2, we proceed analogously only that sJ = s~(x’, X, j) and we 
have to compute sJ(d;, d, ~7) for all d’. As there are only exponentially many d;, the 
claim follows by induction hypothesis. 
More interesting is the case level s= 3: We have 
- - 
tJ(& U)=rJ(s(d, U), d, U). 
- - 
By induction hypothesis we have Time s(d, U) de,(C). L +f,(C) . M. Moreover, 
is(& fl)l <e(C). L. We apply the induction hypotheses to r: 
Time rJ(s(d, i7),d, fl)de,(C)~e(C)~L+f,(C).e,(C).L+f,(C)~f,(C)~M, 
which is a function of the required form. 
Abstraction, t = &.s: We can represent SJ as 
- - 
sl=sl(z, x, Y). 
We proceed by case distinction on the level of z. If level z = 3 we can represent tJ as 
tl =i(~z.4(Yl)l)k Y), 
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where j=(yl,..., y,). With I?=(U1,..., U,) we get 
- - 
TimetJ(d, u)=Time to perform a /I-reduction+TimesJ(U1, d, U). 
As a B-reduction takes e(C). L steps, the claim follows from the induction hypothesis. 
Recursion, t = R(r): By definition we have t,r:z+ind+r. Let 
r=~(X,j) and r’=r(d; U). 
We only treat the most interesting case, level 6 = level r = 3, then level z = 2. We can 
represent t_l as 
t-l =MYl)(xl)l)(% Y), 
with x,:ind, y,:z, X=(x1 ,..., xn), j=(yl ,..., Y,,,) and r’l =(r’(yl )(x1 )1)(X). Then, 
with d=(d,,...,d,), 
Timetl(d, fl)=Time(t(U,)(dl)J)(d, I?). 
If dl =0 we have 
Time(t(U,)(d,)l)(d; U)df(C).L+M, 
as only the U1 has to be evaluated. The f(C). L is necessary for the syntactical 
operations to perform the reductions, wheref(x) is a suitable exponential function. 
If d, = 1, we get 
=Time to generate (r’(R(r’)(U,)(O))(O)J)(d) 
<e(C).L+e,(C).e(C).L+f,(C).f(C).L+f,(C)*M. 
For dI = 2 we get 
TimeWINdl)lW, u) 
=Time to generate (r’(R(r’)(U,)(l))(l)J)(z) 
+Time(r’(R(r’)(U1)(l))(l)l)(z) 
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In general, for d, < C we get inductively 
Time(W,)(4)l)(& d) 
<Time to generate (r’(R(r’)(U,)(d, - l))(d, - l)l)(J) 
+Time(r’(R(r’)(U,)(d, - l))(d, - l)l)@). 
<e(C)~L+e,(C).e(C)~L+(f,(C))d’-l.e(C)~L 
+(f*(C))dl-1.e,(C).e(C).L+(f,(C))d’.f(C).L+(f,(C))d1.M. 
<e,(C) .L+f,(C).M 
for suitable e,(x) andh(x). 
The remaining cases, projection and Cartesian product, are omitted. 0 
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